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REZUMAT. În lucrare se prezintă un model de calcul destinat analizei procesului de tăiere cu laser, model în care se ţine seama de 
parametrii proprii procesului de tăiere cu laser, parametrii caracterizaţi de modul de distribuţie a intensităţii generate de sursa laser, 
de procesele termice care guvernează topirea materialului ce se prelucrează ca şi de fenomenele hidrodinamice din materialul topit 
şi vaporizat şi din gazul de protecţie. Echilibrul local al acestor parametrii conduce la obţinerea geometriei frontului de tăiere şi la 
determinarea  aspectului suprafeţei tăieturii obţinute . Datele astfel obţinute au fost comparate cu rezultate experimentale, iar 
corelaţia între modelul analizat şi cele experimentale s-a dovedit suficient de ridicată. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: model numeric, taiere cu laser, proces hidrodinamic, experiment. 
 
ABSTRACT. In the paper is presented a numerical model of the laser cutting process where was taken into account the main 
parameters of the process that are the laser beam intensity distribution, the thermal phenomena controlling the melt parameters, 
the fluid, both cutting gas and melt hydrodynamics, and the local equilibrium of the geometry of the cutting front. The local 
equilibrium of these parameters gives the front cutting geometry and the geometry of the cutting surface obtained. In a second 
step, data provide by these simulations are compared with experiments and a good correlation is observed. 
 
Key words: numerical model, laser cutting, hydrodynamic process, experiment. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

For many years, laser drilling and cutting technology 
has been used in industries because of its high accuracy 
and efficiency. In time it has been improved more 
pragmatically through experiences by industrial users. 
However full understanding of the process is not 
achieved up to now due to complicated interactions of 

several basic phenomena acting together, though a lot 
of works and experiments have been carried out, and 
entire description is still on a way of research. We can 
mention global work of Petring [1]. Kaplan [2] has 
undertaken a simpler complete description; however, no 
real closure condition is exposed. Concerning basic 
phenomenon studies, we can quote Schluz [3] who 
described thermal losses owing to heat diffusion in the 
sample. Cutting gases properties and dynamics have 
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been discussed in references [4] and [5]. Vicanek [6] 
highlighted hydrodynamic mechanisms, and the influence 
of gas jet onto melt layer. 

Laser cutting can be viewed as a thermal issue. The 
laser beam either stay on the hole position or move with 
respect to the metal sheet. As the laser power is ab-
sorbed at the sample surface, its local temperature rises. 
As the temperature reaches the fusion temperature, 
melting starts to form liquid film with the geometry given 
by Marangoni convection. With heating further evaporat-
ion takes place on liquid film surfaces. This latter brings 
a force called recoil pressure and liquid/vapor interface 
starts to be formatted. In laser cutting and drilling, a 
high-pressure assistance gas is supplied into a co-axial 
direction to the laser beam. Argon gas is common in case 
of inert gas while nitrogen gas is frequently used in the 
Aluminum alloys. Combined with recoil pressure, it 

helps to dig the sample surface and creates the cutting 
kerf. The tangential component of the gas stream is 
responsible for the vertical ejection of the molten material 
because of the shearing forces acting on the melt. The 
aim of this article is to give a mathematical model 
description of the laser kerf formation and drilling process. 
The process of laser drilling can be schematically pre-
sented in figures 1a and 1b. Finally, we will see that 
numerical calculation results catch basic features of laser 
drilling process and in reasonable agreement with 
experimental data. This model provides maximum drilling 
depth achievable for a given material properties and input 
parameters such as laser power, initial gas pressure, 
cutting speed and focal point position. 

The starting point of this work needs to describe the 
local physical equilibrium of each cell of the drilling 
front. 

 

  

a) b) 
 

Fig. 1. The presentation of laser drilling process based on numerical modeling studied in the paper. 
a –  schematic diagram of physical model; b – schematic gas flow entering the hole and area of radial loss flow. 

 

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

During laser drilling process, the absorbed energy 
heats the specimen surface above its melting point to 
the vaporization temperature and then the liquid melt is 
ejected by recoil pressure and assistant gas if necessary. 
The vapor pressure builds an opposite pressure, exerting a 
force on the melt surface and expels the melt from the 
surface of the hole. 

The initial heating and pressure build-up stage can 
be described by a combination of following governing 
equations: conservation of mass equation (1), Navier 
Stokes equations for momentum equation (2), heat flow in 
fluid equation (3), and species transfer equations (4)-(5): 
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where  is the density of gas phase, Ci the concen-
trations of the chemical elements, i the density of 
vapors and shielded gas in the area of alloyed element 

expulsed, V


 the velocity of the components, p the pres-
sure, E the enthalpy of the gases, the heat conductivity 
of the gases system, T the temperature. 

The equations (1)-(3) are used to modelling the 
shielded gas movement and their results are served as a 
first approximation of the initial conditions on the 
surface of solid part (the melted film creation). The 
sketch of this first step of numerical simulation process 
can be seen in figure 2. 

Laser geometry modelling. Stainless steel, alloy 
steel and tool steel etc. can be cut and drilled very 
well using CO2 lasers. However, CO2 laser is not 
suitable for cutting Cu and Al material due to their 
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high reflectivity and high thermal conductivity. 
Nd:YAG lasers which have shorter wavelength than 
CO2 laser can be used for Cu and Al materials. In 
general, higher average laser power is required for 
cutting metal than nonmetals because the former has 
higher reflectivity and thermal conductivity. In this 
simulation, nitrogen gas was used as the shielded gas 
but the oxygen assisted cutting was not taken into 
consideration even though it is more commonly used in 
industry.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The sketch of the analyzed gaze domain  
in the initial step of numerical process. 

 
The laser spot intensity can be expressed as follows: 
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where x, y are the distance from the center (0, 0) of the 
laser beam in the x, y direction, I0 is the laser intensity 
at (0, 0).  The concept of M2 is useful for description of 
actual propagation of laser beams. M2 is a beam quality 
index that measures the difference between an actual 
beam and the Gaussian beam. In order to find out the 
M2 of a laser system, we need first measure the spot size 
along the laser optical axis. The cut edge method, based 
on the geometrical characteristics as in figure 3 is used 
to establish the DOF distance: 
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where DL is the laser beam size when it propagates to 
the front side of the focus objective lens, f is the 
focus length; Dmin is the minimum beam diameter that 
can be achieved; act is the real beam divergence. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. The laser spot characteristics  

for DOF established. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

For a Gaussian beam with beam radius r and for a 
material with absorption A = 1 – R, where R is the 
reflectivity, we have: 
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and the using the 1D approximation of the temperature 
in the drilled finite volumes the following expressions: 

if  0 < t < tp 
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where  is the heat conductivity, I0 is the absorbed laser 
intensity, t is time, tp is the pulse duration, z is distance 
from the top surface. T0 is the initial temperature, 
ierfc(u) define the complementary error function. 
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The material will start to cool down if the power is 
turned off at t = tp. This cooling down process for pulse 
paused period (t > tp) is computed with the following 
equation: 
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With the above two equations can be calculated the 
1D heat conduction into a semi-infinite body with a 
single pulse, location fixed and constant amplitude heat 
source. In this temperature distribution calculation, the 
vaporization and melting phenomena was not considered. 
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In order to account for these phenomena, the latent 
heats of melting and vaporization will be included inside 
the control volume in the program of modeling pheno-
menon. Using energy balance relationship, i.e., increase 
of stored energy in a volume of material  energy input + 
+ energy generation in this volume - energy output, we 
can derive a general differential form of three dimen-
sional heat conduction equation. In short: 

 stoutgin EEEE   (14) 

If material is homogeneous and uniform in property, 
the governing equation of heat flow in the drilling area 
has the expression: 
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where a  is the thermal diffusivity and the term d / dLq t  

corresponds to the heat generation in control volume, 
accounting for the melting or vaporization processes. 

The temperature approximations in the melting process 
considerations for the laser spot heated area. a) Case when 
both temperatures are within solidus and liquidus tem-
peratures at moment t = t2-t1 , b and c) when only one 
temperature is outside the melting range [23, 24]. 

The latent heat of melting generated inside the 
control volume, qL is expressed as follow with a varia-
tion of liquid fraction Lf  during a time step, the latent 

heat of melting of the control volume material LQ , control 

volume iV  and density ρ , and liquid fraction can be 

expressed as a funtion of temperature T  with solidus 
and liquidus temperatures ST  and LT , respectively.  
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In order to account for the melting behavior, tem-
perature '

2T calculated from the equations (12) or (13) in 

the heated zone by laser spot at time 2t  should be cor-

rected to a new temperature 2T  at time 2t . In this analysis, 

only the cases presented in figure 4 were considered, 
which results in following expressions [23]: 
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Fig. 4. The temperature approximations in the melting processes 
considerations for the laser spot heated area. 

Governing equations at fluid flow area. The mo-
mentum and mass conservation equations in fluid flow 
area for the melted material can be expressed as follows: 
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The system of equations was solved used MAC 
method and the results are done for an example. An 
example of gas phase model solutions for a train of 
pulses with  P = 4 kW and 5 s are shown in figure 5. 
These information are used in determination of the 
boundary conditions on the free surface of the melted 
area and on the surface of the part. The 2D free surfaces 
model equations used in this program do not consider 
transversal stresses. The pressure and speed on the 
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surface was considered to be equal to those of the gases 
on the interfaces between liquid and gases [24, 22].  
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After melting and vaporization on melted surfaces, 
the model of gases is modified by usin theg following 
equations [26]: 
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where A is Anisimov material coefficient [3], B the 
vaporization constant, Ma the molecular mass, L the 
latent heat of vaporization, NA the Avogadro number, KB 
the Boltzmann constant, TS the temperature of the liquid 
surface, prec the recoil pressure of vapors, Vz speed of 
vapors, JV vapor’s expulsed fluxes. The temperature TS 
used for prec estimation was established with the thin plate 
solution used for solving the system (1)-(5) and establish 
the beginning hole generation. The geometrical model grid 
size was 0.15 mm in all simulations. 

3. EXAMPLES OF NUMERICAL 
CALCULATION 

An example of numerical calculations for the melting 
and ablation process at the surface of drilled hole, obtained 
after the first train of laser pulse, is given in figure 7. 

 

   

a) b) c) 

   

d) e) f) 
 

Fig. 5. The gases phase model solutions used in determination of the boundary conditions for melted pool calculation: 
a – the density of the Nitrogen gas during the heat laser pulses packet; b – the pressure of the expanded gas during the laser 

pulses packet;  c – the speed on Oy direction of the expanded gas; d – the speed on Ox direction of the expanded gas;  
e – the speed on Oz direction during the expanded gas; f – the aspect of gas expanded fronts. 
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Fig. 6. The evolution of the temperature distribution  
in the gas near the impact of laser beam. 

 

Table 1. Physical properties of Al-3wt%Cu used  
in calculations 

Parameter Measure Unit Value 

Solidus temperature, TS [oK] 877,3 

Liquidus temperature TL [oK] 925,2 

Thermal conductivity of liquid L [W m-1oK-1] 90 

Thermal conductivity of solid S [W m-1 oK-1] 210 

Specific heat     Cp [J Kg-1 oK-1] 900 

Latent heat of melting  Lt [J kg-1] 3.95 105 

Coeff. Of thermal expansion,   [oK-1] 2.5 10-5 

Density,  [kg m-3] 2730 

Heat of evaporation of Al [J kg−1]  1.078 × 107 

Focal length of lens   [m] 0.16 
 

 

   

a) b) c) 

  

d) e) f) 

 

g) 

Fig. 7. The evolution of gases parameters in the 
vaporization and ablation process during hole drilling 

process: 
a – the domain geometry and front of waves position;  

b – the density of gazes at the boundary of the kerf and 
part surface; c – the pressure variation in the gazes 

phase; d – the speed on vertical direction; e – the speed 
on Oy direction; f – the temperature variation in the 
drilling area; g – density variation at 0,0025 s after 

process beginning. 
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a) b) c) d) 
 

Fig. 8. The drilling speed variation during the technological process using three pulses of each 1,5 ns  
and I0 = 4 kW, I1=1.25 kW and I2 = 500 W: 

a – the first 3 pulses of 1,5 ns; b – the second train of 3 pulses; c – the 3th train of 3 pulses; d – the 4th train of 3 pulses. 
 

The current model deals with the control of liquid 
and vapors volume in the drilled area. The important 
issue is to keep a constant liquid volume by monitoring 
the pulse power and the delay between pulse trains.  

Figure 8 shows some examples of drilling process 
simulation, performed for Al-3wt%Cu alloy with N2 
protection gas. The physical properties of the alloy used 
in the calculation are listed in Table 1. Numerical 
simulations were performed for drilling a hole of radius 
of 0.3505 mm in Al-wt3%Cu alloy. Also simulation 
was performed for electrolytic Cu thin sheet to drill 
holes of radius ranging from 0.35 mm to 1.2 mm, even 
though the results are not shown here due to page limit. 
Through the simulations it was found that the gas speed 
and pressure variation on the section of the hole drilled 
by laser are also important factors affecting surfaces 
geometry, which is in line with current practice. 

3. SUMMARY 

We developed a model accounting for most aspects 
of laser drilling and cutting process, which is a succes-
sion of several steps. The modeling process consisted of 
several stages, solving the Euler system of equations, 
the heat flow and melting and vaporization equations 
and the Navier-Stokes system of equations. The 
numerical code to solve these equations was developed 
using Microsoft Visual C/C++ and the solutions were 
implemented in the AMerican TEChnology post-pro-
cessor, TechPlot version 8.0. The Euler system of 
equations was solved using TVD scheme with boundary 
conditions and CFD type Van Leer and MCD scheme 
of LeVeque. The Heat and Fluid Flow problems were 

solved using Volume Finite Method in version Marker 
And Cell for free boundary Navier Stokes problem.  

Comparing with classical technology, relying on 
mainly trial and error, the numerical simulation was 
found to be very useful to design processing condition 
for drilling holes with very small diameter in alloys or 
materials, which can save time and cost. The numerical 
code and algorithms presented here is useful to under-
stand the effect of each process variables and can be 
applied for process optimization. Finally the modeling 
will help to increase the laser drilling and cutting 
application area.  
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